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Abstract: This paper reports kHz EM observations recorded by the Kardamas station in Ilia, Greece
a few days before four near-field earthquakes occurred within a 24 km radius, with epicentral
depths below 29 km. This work investigated the fractal features hidden in the EM observations
via power-law analysis. All EM signals exhibited characteristic fractal epochs with organisation in
space and time. A significant number of accurate fractal segments were delineated in the majority
of the EM observations. A significant number of fractal areas corresponded to predictable Class
I fBm category with 1 ≤ b ≤ 3 (0 ≤ H ≤ 1). Numerous persistent key-periods are reported with
2 < b ≤ 3 (0.5 ≤ H ≤ 1) which are deemed as signs of impeding earthquakes according to the
literature. Numerous segments were found with strong persistent b-values in the range (2.3 ≤ b ≤ 3)
(0.65 ≤ H ≤ 1) and b-values corresponding to switching between antipersistency and persistency
with (1.7 ≤ b < 2.3) (0.35 ≤ H < 0.65). These are deemed as the most significant precursory signs.
Interpretations are given via the asperity model.

Keywords: earthquakes; electromagnetic observation; fractal analysis; power-law

1. Introduction

Earthquakes are particularly disastrous natural catastrophes that may cause substantial
damages of life and property. The enormous amount of energy released by an earthquake
has devastating effects on urban residents, especially if the earthquake’s epicentre is nearby.
Although catastrophic earthquakes are inevitable as a result of natural events, it is extremely
difficult to predict them. Therefore, one of science’s greatest challenges is the search for
reliable seismic precursors [1–8]. According to Conti et al. [9], the question of earthquake
prediction is still unresolved.

Earthquakes are complex and, thus, advanced methodologies are needed [6]. The
corresponding forecast effort requires focusing the estimation of event time, location, and
magnitude on regions where strong earthquakes are possible [1]. Among the various
precursors (reviews, [3,6,8,10]), electromagnetic (EM) observations can be effective in sig-
nalling the occurrence of imminent earthquakes. The related frequency range includes
bands from 0.001 Hz to 1 Hz (ultra low frequencies—ULF) [11–25], between 1 kHz and
10 kHz (low frequencies—LF) [26–33], between 40 MHz and 60 MHz (high frequencies—
HF) [28,30–32,34,34–36] and up to 300 MHz (very high frequencies—VHF) [11,36,37]. The
EM variations are recorded by ground stations [17–20,27,31,38–45], remote sensory de-
vices [46,47] and satellites [36,48].
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This paper focuses on kHz EM observations recorded by a ground-station located in
Kardamas (21.34◦ E, 37.76◦ N), Ilia, Greece (Figure 1a). Among the various earthquakes
that occurred in Ilia, in four earthquakes (Table 1, Figure 2): (a) the epicentral distance
was below 24 km from Kardamas; (b) the epicentral depth was below 29 km, i.e., it was
roughly near the surface; (c) the visual inspection of the kHz signals provided at least
one or more unusual EM patterns; and (d) analysis has been implemented with at least
one fractal method (see available methodologies, for example, in references [30,35,49,50]).
The reader should note that there are several difficulties in remotely operating a station
280 km away from the university facilities. The lengthy experience with the Kardamas
EM station has shown that various types of disturbances occur which result in errors in
measurements. Examples are the failures in electronics, various types of errors in data-
logger communication, network loss and, most importantly, sudden AC voltage variations
or stops and usual lightning strikes [31]. The reader should note, also, that even for
continuous kHz EM observations free from measurement errors, it is not usual to have
earthquakes with the combination of the aforementioned (a–c). This is because a significant
amount of time is required everyday, to download the data, to graph the EM observations
in a computer, to check the data of each channel in detail and, then, to search the earthquake
database for near earthquakes. For the best cases, the investigation with at least one fractal
method is also very time consuming, for software running, results organisation and data
storage, not accounting for the time spent for software development [35]. The above facts
justify, therefore, why it is very difficult to find earthquakes as those of Table 1 and Figure 2,
and provide sufficient evidence for the significance of the dataset within this paper.

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Geology of the area of study. (a) Kardamas position and the geotectonic map of Ilia with
the most important faults and the stromatografic evolution of the Ionian Zone; (b) The geological
background of Greece. The yellow and orange seismic plates that encompass Greece and the Trenches
are seen in the figure.

The EM variations of this paper are analysed with the power-law spectral frac-
tal analysis (hereafter called power-law analysis). According to several publications
(e.g., [16,20,31,51,52], and reported references), this technique is very reliable for unfolding
the fractal features hidden in the time-series. The motivation is to determine whether
persistent fractal patterns exist in portions of the recorded EM time series that can be
regarded as precursory indicators of the the forthcoming earthquakes. The EM segments of
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enhanced precursory value are found and separated from those of limited predictability.
Models of potential geological sources are discussed.

Figure 2. The epicentres of the earthquakes in Table 1 occurred within 24 km radius (red circle)
centred at the Kardamas station (21.34◦ E, 37.76◦ N). The identifiers are according to Table 1.

Table 1. Earthquakes included in the present study in chronological sequence. The actual dates of
the earthquake and the corresponding Julian Day (JD) of each year are also given. Abbreviations:
ML: Local Magnitude, Lt: Latitude, Lg: Longitude, Depth: Epicentral depth, Dist: Distance of the
earthquake epicentre from the Kardamas station. All data, except symbol and JD, are retrieved
from [53].

i Symbol Date GMT JD ML Lt (◦N) Lg (◦E) Depth (km) Dist (km)

1. EQ1 2019/02/04 17:41:09 035 4.3 37.72 21.18 26.4 13.3
2 EQ2 2018/07/05 21:39:05 188 4.5 37.97 21.29 9.2 24.0
3. EQ3 2015/08/30 13:28:02 242 4.4 37.83 21.34 27.0 9.6
4. EQ4 2015/12/12 08:34:09 346 4.5 37.83 21.16 28.9 17.5

2. Experimental Aspects
2.1. Geology and Seismic Significance of the Area

The EM measurement site (Kardamas, Ilia, south-west Greece, Figure 1a) is located
on a large depression structure (graben) very close to the convergent boundary between
the European and African tectonic plates (Figure 1b). The underlying geology consists of
Mesozoic-early Cenozoic carbonate rocks that were initially deposited on a number of zones
(pre-Apulian and Gavrovo) and basins (Ionian and Pindos). These carbonate rocks are
dispersed along thrust faults that strike north-south, dip east and are spread upward and
westward into subordinate flysch deposits [54,55]. The Mt. Lapithas horst, Mt. Erymanthos
horst and Tropea horst (Figure 1a), all of which are composed of Alpine formations, encircle
the Ilia graben on the south, east and north, respectively. These horsts’ single fault zones
have distinct morphological discontinuities that can be used to locate their limits. The entire
area is a part of the Pyrgos graben, which is bounded by two faults that run in opposite
directions, NW-SE and NNE-SSW. The graben comprises outcropping alpine strata (Ionian
zone) and is marked by co-sedimentation tectonism. The Inoi Formation, the Peristeri, the
Vounargo, Keramidia, Erymanthos Formation, the Katakolo Formation, Alluvial Deposits,
Coastal, Marsh Deposits and Dunes are among the eleven distinct geological formations
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found in the Ilia graben. Kardamas, a cohesive porous calcitic sandstone that is a member
of the Katakolo formation, may contain coarse rock fragments from a variety of different
rock types. Its age is Upper Pleistocene, its thickness spans from 2 to 10 m, and it largely
surrounds Katakolo [55,56]. The highest layer consists, according to hydro-geological
drillings, of recent deposits of soft to medium density clayey sands, sandy clays of medium
cohesiveness, sandy clays of medium plasticity regionally with gravel, thin layers of silt,
and soft layers of flexible clay. Additionally, Kardamas and Ilia are situated in the outermost
part of the Hellenic trench (Figure 1b). Ilia is associated with noteworthy active seismic
structures and significant earthquakes because of its location at the convergence of the
Eurasian, African, Aegean Sea and Anatolian plates. The location and geology of Ilia and
Kardamas make the EM observation site important for examining tectonic activity [56]. Ilia
produced more than 600 earthquakes with local magnitudes greater than 4.0, 6 of which
were extremely damaging [53,57]. The site is an easily accessible flat area far from artificial
strain and irrigation but near a city, which is important when changes and corrections of
the electronics are needed.

2.2. Instrumentation

The electromagnetic disturbances are continuously monitored by the Kardamas sta-
tion via

(i) Circular magnetic field antennas sychronised properly at 3 kHz and at 10 kHz. Two
orientations are installed. One at the east-west (EW) orientation and the other to the
north-south (NS) orientation.

(ii) Campbell CR-10 data-logger with a 2 h buffer.
(iii) Telemetry equipment continuously sending the measurements to a personal computer

at the rate of 1 Hz.

3. Mathematical Aspects
3.1. Power-Law Analysis

There are many different natural physical systems that can be described by fractals.
When the entire system, or a section of it, is translated, rotated, stressed or compressed
in space, the characteristic fractal behaviour is observed. Depending on how the changes
are mathematically defined, the system is either categorised as self-affine or self-similar.
Self-affine and self-similar physical systems are fractals because each of their constituent
pieces is either a little or big replica of the whole, but at different scales. Therefore, by
concentrating on their scaled components, fractal systems may be investigated. A fractal
system's long-memory [58–61], complexity [59,62–65] and scaling features are all intimately
connected to one another. For example, one may evaluate a system’s long memory by
looking at the complexity of the system, and vice versa [50,66]. These features reveal
how closely a system’s history, present and future are interconnected. Especially before
earthquakes, the space and time associations become complex and long-lasting [26] and
the underlying seismic system evolves naturally to self-organised critical (SOC) states with
fractal organisation [20]. This progression creates seismic tracks in earthquake hazard sys-
tems [26] which may unfold with fractal methods [16,20,24,26,51,52,67,68]. The evolution
of fractals can describe different stages to the final catastrophe [16,20,52,67].

One of the most reliable technique for analysing the fractal patterns in a seismic
system is the power-law analysis. This is because space-time fractals follow power-laws
associated with the different scales [16,20,26,27,30,31,51,52,67,68]. A very significant tool
in this analysis is the power spectral density (PSD). The PSD provides information con-
cerning the contribution of each frequency within the investigated time-series according to
Equation (1) [31]

S( f ) = lim
T→∞

E[
|WT( f )|2

T
] (1)

where the transform WT( f ) is used. For digital signals, WT( f ) is often the fast Fourier
transform. The reader should keep in mind that the Fourier transform may not be appro-
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priate when slow and fast signal variations coexist, since the time-frequency resolution of
the FFT is fixed. In comparison, the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) has a variable
time-frequency resolution and can better analyse transient or non-stationary signals.The
reader should note here, in relation, that the continuous wavelet transform was employed
almost 20 years ago, in the analysis of earthquake precursory signals by means of the
wavelet transform modulus maxima method [69]. The CWT that was used in this paper is
given by Equation (2) [31]

C(a, b; f (t), ψ(t)) =
∫ ∞

−∞
f (t)(

1
a

ψ∗ (t − ba)
a

dt) (2)

where a is the scale (a > 0), b is a position inside the signal, ψ is the wavelet-base function,
C(a, b) are the coefficients of CWT and * is the complex conjugate. The coefficients of the
CWT are influenced by the scale, position and the wavelet used. The CWT coefficients
C(a, b) are produced by continuously altering the values of the scale parameter, a, and the
position parameter, b. The Morlet wavelet utilised here is given by Equation (3) [31]:

ψ(t) =
1√
πB

e
−t2

B ei2πCt (3)

where B is the bandwidth of the frequencies of the Fourier Transform of the wavelet
function at t , C is the central frequency of the Fourier Transform of the wavelet function at
t and i is the notation for the imaginary part of the exponent.

Fractals follow a power-law of the form of Equation (4) with PSD, S( f ) [16,31,35]

S( f ) = a· f−b (4)

where f is the central frequency C of the Morlet wavelet of Equation (2). The power-law
PSD f dependency is a straight line in the conversion log(S( f )) − log( f ). The spectral
amplification a is the line’s intercept, while the power-law scaling exponent b is the line’s
slope. b measures the intensity of the power-law correlations, and the amplification a is the
strength of the spectral components f that obey the power law.

3.1.1. Application of Power-Law Analysis

The next steps are followed for the power-law analysis of the seismic series under
investigation:

1. The EM time-series is divided into segments (windows). In accordance with the
previous papers, the segmentation is set to 1024 samples per window.

2. The PSD of the EM signal is calculated in each discrete window utilising the CWT
with the Morlet base wavelet.

3. The PSD is checked for power-law S( f ) = a· f−b trends of Equation (4), in each seg-
ment, by utilising as frequency ( f ) the central frequency of the Fourier transform
of each Morlet wavelet of Equation (3) at the corresponding scale (C). This is im-
plemented via a least square fit to the linear transformation log(S( f )) log( f ) of (4).
Accurate fractal segments are considered those with the square of Spearman’s correla-
tion coefficient, r2 ≥ 0.95 of the linear fit.

4. Each window advances one sample forward and the steps (1)–(3) are repeated to the
end of the time series.

5. Plots of power-law b and log a with time are produced and the partial results were
extracted to ASCII files for further use.

A similar approach has been employed in EM and radon time series (e.g., [30–33]).

3.2. Further Issues
3.2.1. Hurst Exponent

To find long-lasting links in time or space, a parameter called the Hurst exponent (H)
can be utilised [70,71]. The Hurst exponent can determine the evolution of fractals and the
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roughness of the associated profiles [26,35,72]. The Hurst exponent has been used in many
different areas, including hydrology [70,71]), astrophysics and applications [73,74], noisy ob-
servations of traces in traffic [75–77], climatic dynamics [78], seizures prior to epilepsy [79–81],
processes of capital markets [82–85] and precursory series before impending earthquakes
(e.g., [24,31,35]).

The Hurst exponent provides important details [13,35,86]:

1. If 0.5 < H ≤ 1, the series are persistent. A series’ high value is followed by another
high value and a series low value is followed by another low value. The tendencies
are long-lasting and occur in the series’ far future.

2. If 0 ≤ H < 0.5, the series are antipersistent. Low series’ values follow high values and
vice versa. There is an continuous exchange between low and high values for low H
values in the series’ future.

3. If H = 0.5, associated series are random.

For the fractional Brownian (fBm) category, the Hurst exponent can be calculated from
power-law exponents b as

H = 0.5 · (b − 1) (5)

whereas for the fractional Gaussian (fGn) category:

H = 0.5 · (b + 1) (6)

It should be noted that the Hurst exponent values calculated by Equation (5) may
deviate from the H-values calculated by other methods from in situ measurements. This
is because Equation (5) is based on simple linear approximations. In the actual case, the
relation between H and b is an increasing function but of a different type [31].

3.2.2. Class Segmentation

To further organise the findings from the power-law analysis, two classes are created:

(a) Class I: This class contains the EM segments that exhibit least square log-log fits
with Spearman’s coefficient of r2 ≥ 0.95 and, simultaneously, power-law expo-
nents between 1 ≤ b ≤ 3 (0 ≤ H ≤ 1). These segments are modelled by the fBm
category [30,51]. Especially, the Class I EM segments with:

• Antipersistency-persistency increment changes with b exponents between
(1.7 ≤ b < 2.3) (0.35 ≤ H < 0.65) and (2.3 ≤ b ≤ 3) (0.65 ≤ H ≤ 1) are of signifi-
cant precursory value (e.g., [30,31], and references therein);

• Pure persistent power-law exponents (2 < b ≤ 3) (0.5 < H ≤ 1) are considered
by others (e.g., [16,26,51,67,68], and references therein) as signs of the inevitable
occurrence of ensuing earthquakes;

• If b = 2 (H = 0.5), there is no correlation between process increments and the
associated geo-system follows random paths driven by non-memory dynamics
(random-walk);

• If b = 1.0 (H = 0), the fluctuations of the processes do not grow and the signal is
stationary.

(b) Class II: This class contains the EM segments with (A) Spearman’s r2 < 0.95 or
(B) r2 ≥ 0.95 and −1 ≤ b < 1 (0 ≤ H < 1), i.e., accurate fractals that follow the
fGn category. The Class II EM segments are of low precursory value and low
predictability (e.g., [27]).

4. Results and Discussion

Figures 3–7 present results from the power-law method. In all of these figures, the
EM measurements sampling rate is 1 s−1. The time profile of the power-law b-exponent
is very different from the corresponding profile of the EM observations. This is because
the power-law method identifies the long-lasting associations and the fractal tendencies
that are hidden in time series [20,27,30,31,37]. In Figures 3–6, important key-periods
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can be recognised which exhibit strong persistency with 2.3 ≤ b ≤ 3.0 or switching be-
tween antipersistency and persistency with 1.7 ≤ b < 2.3. According to several references
(e.g., [27,29,35,87], and especially references therein), these key periods correspond to pre-
dictable Class I segments that have been characterised as signs of precursory activity. As
mentioned in Section 3.2.2, others claim that the segments between 2 < b ≤ 3 (especially for
kHz EM observations) signalise the inevitable occurrence of earthquakes [16,26,51,67,68].
The former areas (but also the latter ones) are associated with long-range temporal depen-
dencies, namely, the strong system’s memory. This means that each series’ value correlates
not only to the most recent series’ value but also to the series’ long-term history, importantly,
in a scale-invariant, fractal manner (e.g., [26,35,68]). Hence, the system that generates the
EM observations not only has its history defining its presence, but most importantly, both
define its future (non-Markovian behaviour) and, significantly, in a long-term manner [35].
The above suggest that internal system’s dynamics are controlled by positive feedback
and, as a result, external influences can easily lead the system out of equilibrium [88].
Consequently, the system develops a self-regulating nature and, to a large part, the fea-
ture of irreversibility, which is one of the crucial elements of predictability [89]. From a
different angle, this behaviour indicates that several processes acting on various scales
have an impact on the eventual result of fracture [20,29,35,39]. Moreover, it may be well-
hypothesised that the progression of the Earth’s crust towards fracture is a Self Organised
Critical (SOC) phenomenon [3,20,52] and the last stage of the evolution of earthquake
generation [16,26,35,51,67,68], but see also Varotsos et al. [90].

(a) Frequency 3 kHz—EW antenna orientation

Figure 3. Cont.
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(b) Frequency 3 kHz—NS antenna orientation

(c) Frequency 10 kHz—EW antenna orientation

Figure 3. Results from power-law analysis. Year 2019, kHz EM observations from JD 31 to JD 35
(EQ1 occurred on JD 35, Table 1). From bottom to top: (bottom) The EM observations of amplitude
A; (middle) The square of Spearman’s correlation coefficient (r2) in every 1024 window; (top) The
evolution of power-law b-exponent (b(t)). The horizontal axis is measured in window number
starting from the beginning of measurements (JD = 31, time = 00:00:00). Last window is omitted. The
number of each window coincides with the actual EM measurement time in s (Section 3.1.1, sliding
of step 1). Blue areas are accurate fractals (r2 ≥ 0.95). Red areas are non-fractal. The averages of b
(<b>) and r2 (<r2(t)>) in accurate fractal areas are given ± the corresponding standard deviations.
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(a) Frequency 3 kHz—EW antenna orientation

(b) Frequency 3 kHz—NS antenna orientation

Figure 4. Results from power-law analysis. Year 2018, 3 kHz EM observations from JD 185 to JD 188
(EQ2 occurred on JD 188, Table 1). From bottom to top: (bottom) The EM observations of amplitude
A; (middle) The square of Spearman’s correlation coefficient (r2) in every 1024 window; (top) The
evolution of power-law b-exponent (b(t)). The horizontal axis is measured in window number
starting from the beginning of measurements (JD = 185, time = 00:00:00). Last window is omitted. The
number of each window coincides with the actual EM measurement time in s (Section 3.1.1, sliding
of step 1). Blue areas are accurate fractals (r2 ≥ 0.95). Red areas are non-fractal. The averages of b
(<b>) and r2 (<r2(t)>) in accurate fractal areas are given ± the corresponding standard deviations.
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(a) Frequency 3 kHz—EW antenna orientation

(b) Frequency 3 kHz—NS antenna orientation

Figure 5. Results from power-law analysis. Year 2015, 3 kHz EM observations from JD 239 to JD 242
(EQ3 occurred on JD 242, Table 1). From bottom to top: (bottom) The EM observations of amplitude
A; (middle) The square of Spearman’s correlation coefficient (r2) in every 1024 window; (top) The
evolution of power-law b-exponent (b(t)). The horizontal axis is measured in window number
starting from the beginning of measurements (JD = 239, time = 00:00:00). Last window is omitted. The
number of each window coincides with the actual EM measurement time in s (Section 3.1.1, sliding
of step 1). Blue areas are accurate fractals (r2 ≥ 0.95). Red areas are non-fractal. The averages of b
(<b>) and r2 (<r2(t)>) in accurate fractal areas are given ± the corresponding standard deviations.
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(a) Frequency 3 kHz—EW antenna orientation

(b) Frequency 3 kHz—NS antenna orientation

Figure 6. Results from power-law analysis. Year 2015, 3 kHz EM observations from JD 343 to JD 346
(EQ3 occurred on JD 346, Table 1). From bottom to top: (bottom) The EM observations of amplitude
A; (middle) The square of Spearman’s correlation coefficient (r2) in every 1024 window; (top) The
evolution of power-law b-exponent (b(t)). The horizontal axis is measured in window number
starting from the beginning of measurements (JD = 343, time = 00:00:00). Last window is omitted. The
number of each window coincides with the actual EM measurement time in s (Section 3.1.1, sliding
of step 1). Blue areas are accurate fractals (r2 ≥ 0.95). Red areas are non-fractal. The averages of b
(<b>) and r2 (<r2(t)>) in accurate fractal areas are given ± the corresponding standard deviations.
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(a) Frequency 10 kHz—EW antenna orientation. EM observations from JD 239 to JD 242

(b) Frequency 10 kHz—NS antenna orientation. Year 2015. EM observations from JD 239 to JD 242

Figure 7. Cont.
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(c) Frequency 10 kHz—EW antenna orientation. Year 2015. EM observations from JD 343 to JD 346

(d) Frequency 10 kHz—NS antenna orientation. Year 2015. EM observations from JD 343 to JD 346

Figure 7. Results from power-law analysis. Year 2015, 10 kHz EM observations. EQ3 occurred on JD
242 and EQ4 on JD 346 (Table 1). From bottom to top: (bottom) The EM observations of amplitude
A; (middle) The square of Spearman’s correlation coefficient (r2) in every 1024 window; (top) The
evolution of power-law b-exponent (b(t)). The horizontal axis is measured in window number
starting from the beginning of measurements (JD = 31, time = 00:00:00). Last window is omitted. The
number of each window coincides with the actual EM measurement time in s (Section 3.1.1, sliding
of step 1). Blue areas are accurate fractals (r2 ≥ 0.95). Red areas are non-fractal. The averages of b
(<b>) and r2 (<r2(t)>) in accurate fractal areas are given ± the corresponding standard deviations.
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Table 2 presents the overall results from the power-law analysis. By observing
Figures 3–7, a differentiation between blue and red areas can be marked, namely between
accurate (r2 ≥ 0.95) fractal segments and non-accurate fractal segments. For the reader, it
should be emphasised that the vast majority of blue areas, are also Class I segments and, as
a result, the above differentiation is reflected also in the relation between the Class I and
Class II segments of Table 2. Cases with much more Class I areas are those with i/i = 1
(Figure 3a), i/i = 2 (Figure 3b) and i/i = 7 (Figure 5b). Cases with more Class I segments are
those with i/i = 4 (Figure 4a), with i/i = 5 (Figure 4b) and i/i = 6 (Figure 5a). All of these
refer to the 3 kHz antennas’ observations. Identifying more Class I segments is a first sign,
but it is far from being considered enough for a precursory activity. The issues have been
analysed extensively in previous publications ([27,29,31,35,87], and references therein). As
pointed out in these references and mentioned above, the precursory significance, at least
from the pure power-law analysis viewpoint, is the relation between the various b values.
According to the aspects expressed in publications ([16,26,51,67,68,91–93], and references
therein) as regards to the results of the power-law analysis, for sufficient and enough
conditions to signalise the inevitable occurrence of ensuing earthquakes, is to identify in
kHz antennas’ persistent segments with power-law b > 2. According to these papers, the
identification of kHz anomalies with b > 2 implies that the earthquake will occur from
hours to days. Accounting to these aspects, the number of fractal persistent segments with
2 < b≤ 3 gain significance. From this viewpoint, except from i/i = 8 (Figure 7a), i/i = 9
(Figure 7b) and i/i = 12 (Figure 7c), all other EM observations present fractal traces that can
be considered as footprints of the related earthquakes, from the results of the power-law
analysis and the viewpoint of the above publications. From the viewpoints expressed in pre-
vious publications ([27,29,31,35], and references therein), of importance for the precursory
activity of ensuing earthquakes, are also the antipersistency-persistency interchanges with
1.7 ≤ b < 2.3. The reader should note here that the segments with 1.7 ≤ b < 2.3 include
also segments that have b > 2. It is very interesting, according to this point of view, that all
EM observations gave a significant number of areas with 1.7 ≤ b < 2.3, with the exception
i/i = 8 (Figure 7a). The very strict criterion, however, of 2.3 ≤ b ≤ 3 is covered only by the
power-law analysis of five EM observations, namely i/i = 1 (Figure 3a), i/i = 2 (Figure 3b),
i/i = 3 (Figure 3c), i/i = 10 (Figure 6a) and i/i = 11 (Figure 6b). Especially the latter two
cases have many segments within this range. According to the evidence presented so far,
the 3 kHz antennas are more efficient in presenting hidden pre-seismic fractal traces as
derived from the power-law analysis from the EM observations. The 10 kHz antennas
also present pre-earthquake signs but the fractal observations of (Figure 7) are of lesser
importance.

Fractal patterns hidden within EM observations of the 3 kHz frequency have been
found before the occurrence of other earthquakes in Greece (up to several days) [30,35].
Similar observations have been reported for MHz EM observations in Greece ([31,32,94],
and references therein) and for pre-seismic radon in soil variations ([29,95], and references
therein) and, importantly, with similar methodology. As discussed elsewhere [29,31,51],
there is no one-to-one correspondence between certain observed activity and an ensuing
earthquake. This is a limitation of the present methodology. Nevertheless, the fact that the
studied earthquakes were very near the Ilia station and that numerous fractal trends were
identified within a very close day window, make the results very important. This is a very
significant advantage of the present analysis.
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Table 2. Power-law analysis of the investigated earthquakes per antenna configuration. Abbreviations: (1) EQ1-EQ4: the corresponding earthquake of the analysis;
(2) Antenna: the receiver frequency and configuration of the EM observations; (3) Class-I and Class-II: the number of segments per category; (4) Year of dataset
(5) Julian Days of analysis within each year; (6) Figure that presents the data; (7) s.fGn: accurate fGn class; (8) s.fBm: accurate fBm class; (9): S: Stationary segment;
(10) R: Random segment; (11) P: Persistent segment; (12) A: Antipersistent segment;

Class II Class I
s.fGn s.fBm

S A R P A-P P
i/i EQ Antenna Class I Class II −1≤ b < 1 b = 1 1 < b < 2 b = 2 2 < b≤ 3 1.7≤ b < 2.3 2.3≤ b≤ 3 Y JD Figure
1. EQ1 3 kHz EW 200,813 78,055 3595 0 183,584 0 17,229 97,594 1490 2019 031-035 Figure 3a
2. 3 kHz NS 186,757 92,111 2362 0 180,131 0 6626 9004 30 2019 031-035 Figure 3b
3. 10 kHz EW 67,124 211,744 59,194 0 61,811 0 5313 8774 593 2019 031-035 Figure 3c
4. EQ2 3 kHz EW 197,361 121,569 5800 0 191,726 0 5635 65,278 0 2018 185-188 Figure 4a
5. 3 kHz NS 194,585 124,345 6254 0 190,822 0 3762 59,609 6 2018 185-188 Figure 4b
6. EQ3 3 kHz EW 173,415 165,282 1729 1 173,061 0 353 10,991 0 2015 239-242 Figure 5a
7. 3 kHz NS 238,076 100,621 182 0 235,567 0 2509 53,489 0 2015 239-242 Figure 5b
8. 10 kHz EW 10,479 328,218 77,414 0 10,479 0 0 0 0 2015 239-242 Figure 7a
9. 10 kHz NS 86,099 252,598 91,896 1 86,084 0 14 14,502 0 2015 343-346 Figure 7b
10. EQ4 3 kHz EW 78,503 195,490 13,335 0 55,423 1 23,079 11,271 94,200 2015 343-346 Figure 6a
11. 3 kHz NS 81,335 192,658 11,216 0 56,278 0 25,057 25,995 8495 2015 343-346 Figure 6b
12. 10 kHz EW 19,176 254,817 51,509 0 19,176 0 0 3450 0 2015 343-346 Figure 7c
13. 10 kHz NS 26,471 247,522 54,423 0 126,471 0 80,891 693 0 2015 343-346 Figure 7d
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According to the given analysis and the presented evidence, the majority of the KHz
EM observations of this paper indicated that all earthquakes in Table 2 demonstrated
distinctive characteristic epochs of fractal organisation in space and time. Since fractal
organisation and long-term associations are so closely related, in the manner that one
provides the other [35], the above epochs are also indicative of the long memory of the
underlying geo-system. As mentioned in several parts of the text, the characteristic epochs
of fractal organisation and long-term associations are consistent with the SOC states of the
final preparation phase of the studied earthquakes ([29,95], and references therein). As
expressed in several publications ([26,27,31,51,68], and references therein). These epochs
were treated in this paper as pre-seismic warnings according to the given references.
These characteristic pre-seismic epochs can be explained under the view of the asperity
model [68]. According to this model, the focal area of the earthquakes in Table 2, consist of
(i) a backbone of strong and large asperities distributed along the fault activated during
the earthquake preparation process and (ii) a strongly heterogeneous medium, including
weaker areas and smaller asperities that surround the family of main asperities. The
heterogeneous medium sustains the system and the EM observations are modelled as fBm
profiles. Throughout this phase, microcracks are distributed in the highly heterogeneous
medium of the focal area. The microcracks develop continually into bigger fractures and the
small fractures operate as small imitations of bigger ones, thus creating efficient channels
for the spread of pre-seismic EM disturbances [35]. Importantly, this operation is the main
property of fractality. Throughout this phase, critical Class I fBm-profiles are found [68].
However, when critical persistent and strong antipersistent-persistent variations occur, the
conquering of the asperities begin. Thereafter, the fracture begins and the unavoidable
evolution of the processes starts towards global failure. In this way, critical pre-seismic
warnings are emitted, which were revealed in this paper with the fractal methods from the
presented EM observations.

5. Conclusions

The main subject of this paper was the power-law analysis of kHz EM variations
recorded by a station located in Kardamas, Ilia, Greece. EM variations were collected a
few days prior to four earthquakes occurring within a 24 km radius around the Kardamas
station. The epicentral depths of these earthquakes were below 29 km and, prior to the
analysis, all EM observations gave indications of noteworthy visual variations, hence
justifying the further analysis with fractals. All kHz EM observations revealed many
fractal patterns. Many periods were found with hidden fractal traces corresponding
to the predictable Class I fBm category exhibiting b exponents in the range 1 ≤ b ≤ 3
(0 ≤ H ≤ 1). Non-precursory Class II segments were also addressed. Several analysed kHz
EM segments were found to be persistent in the range 2 < b ≤ 3 (0.5 < H ≤ 1). According
to several papers, this finding is a significant sign of the impeding earthquakes which
were expected from days to hours prior to each event. This fact was deemed as significant
and emphasised because of the short day window prior to the earthquakes that occurred.
Numerous segments were found with strong persistent b-values in the range 2.3 ≤ b ≤ 3
(0.65 ≤ H ≤ 1) or with b-values corresponding to switching between antipersistency and
persistency with (1.7 ≤ b < 2.3) (0.35 ≤ H < 0.65). According to the literature, these were
considered as very significant indications of the pre-seismic activity prior to the four
earthquakes of this paper. The paper reports a table showing the number of segments
per different b-value category which quantified the overall results from the power-law
analysis. The findings from the power-law analysis from the kHz EM observations provided
evidence that these observations were pre-earthquake signs of the four studied earthquakes.
The results from the analysis were interpreted according to the asperity model of the
preparation of earthquakes.
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